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'Th'i's report w a s written at the conclusion of a three, yeariassignment by.the Netherlands Ministry of Development Co-operation to the Jamaican Social Development
' Commission (on secondment from the Ministry of "'Agri;, .culture);* i <JC*:
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''The original length of my contract was two years (FebX,:ruary 1978. - February 1 9 8 0 ) , but this was extended with
one year, mainly to facilitate the collection"of meaning'füi^results from the experiments and to allow-more time
Vcfor-the writing of the Evaluation report 1979^80.

2.1C

^Apert from'my duties pertaining to agricultural research,
extension and development, my assignment w a s very broad
*» 1? M a n c * involved a general contribution to the development
" 0 . 'i 6 f the Cornwall Youth and Community Development Project
2.1"J A ( C Y C D P ) . A s the only Dutch representative full-time
attached to the project, this also meant the monitoring
0 ..
•''*' "of'the expenditure of Dutch funds, allocated to the
j5 itproject.
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INTRODUCTION In this final report I will not deal with the'general
background, management and planning of ,the~project, but
only with a number of subjects with which I Have been
intensively occupied.
For an analysis óf the existing situation and recommendations for future development of virtually all aspects
of the project, I can refer to two review reports that
'.b, were^published during theTliferof, the project so far»
The first report was written in 1976 (Kuiper, Mensink
'and Schure) and the second in 1979/1980, written by
"\ 1 iseven, Dutch "and; one™ Israeli, expert' plus a representative
of the •Jamaican National Planning Agency»
In addition to these reports there"is an "Orientation
Report" by A, Glas and B.W.' van Eersel (1975), a report "
on " Marketing, Supply and Service Co-operatives" on the
project by JoA.de Boer (1978) and a Project Document,
compiled by A. Heykoop (1980), which is still being
reviewed by the Jamaican authorities.
*
All these reports are Available in a filing cabinet at
Haughton Grove in my,office.. This filing'cabinet'contains;
• a' lot'more information on the project, in addition .'to^the
1
detailed records ;ofrcrop research. I hope that the information collected to date may be of use|for future staff
'' on the* proj ect. ,
.
^•There really is a wealth of information on the project
available, and I will not attempt to add to this by giving
my opinion on (important)„things, .like settler selection,
optimum farm size, etc. 'instead I will concentrate on
discussing the results of the crop experiments and observations carried out so far, and on giving some information on farm water, agricultural extension and (Dutch)
firfance.
• „0.Very. few.tangiblerdata, on crop performance in the area
-were available, - and "i hope that ,the data produced here
will be of value'as a base for future, more detailed,
research. ' In this context I specifically think of the
new agricultural research station that is now being
established at nearby Montpelier.
Most of the data in chapter 2 of this report have been '
\. collected on a small lot of about 2 acres at Haughton_
Grove. The main disadvantage of this method is, that
the data are'not immediately relevant to the farmers oh
the project. On the other hand, the data are reliable
with a strict control of crop rotation and management.

Above: community centre, Nyerere,
Below: part.,.of housing area, Nyerere.

Another viev; of Nyerere,
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A l s o , given the present uncertainty o f the future o f the
pro'ject' arid the "general .tendency,.of farmers *tcy consider^.;their presence on cthe projects more,-or less temporary^-it
is-ldi'f ficult to carry lout.rlonger-term, research, on. their
farmSo~ctYet ithesitendency. should" be towards on-farm research
f or": the collection-of.imeaningful, data, especially, when A the
project situation becomes more 'settled»
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25% of .U'bou,- \>c !-. -~m*ork
Vh ; ••'.<? .;.-i pKocl ,.sa h- v,-RESULTS OF^CROP;'EXPERIMENTS j AND, OBSERVATIONS. t c ^ q 'of -(,•

pot", c'"*- T:K pi..»,.it„ ;.'\&.-ir !• :.rt i re. .". civ-ir.,. /-._ ..,.!:: ..r •
ïrir-.tnis "chapter '• the' results of. thosexcrop experiments- ^ _
and-'óbservat ions *„that;have,;beért icarried'out tare, discussed
in^möre «.or-iless .detail*,-St Iry some icases- tentative ^growing
recommendations are given (eg. Peanuts and P i n e a p p l e s ) ,
while in other cases .the crop and its observed performance
a^'mentibried-.o^ly^L"^ ^ ' ? * W *' r " •0U".: '* ' '
For a "summary o f the main 'experiments/observations seè l' :' appendix,!. F o r a plan o f the research area see a p p . 2 .
For, more detail than supplied .here and for^full records<-tw'see the files an the filing cabinet,at Haughton G r o v e . —
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Peanuts have turned o u t to?be one "óf "the best crops grown
at thèjresêarch .plot at Haughtön^Grove^with yields u p to
lÖÖÖjlfes.'^ïjer' acre l havirig l "èèen r öBtained: see' the summary
in apperidik i",'(i.i"r 1 . 1 4 ) . ^Not only yields have been' 1
goodV" but quality'of h the'^ nuts' is veiry-goöd also.'"Prices
of around,Jl.-^per pound can*be ( obtained arid'arr advantage
isythat the'nuts can be'stored 3 fairly easily for quite
some time.1" This makes" it less imperative to sell immediartely and easier to obtain a favourable, p r i c e .
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However, labour requirements are' high and'farmer's'yields
lower (see. '1.9 .and. I7.10 in'appendix 1)V" A n attempt was"-1

^re turn for produce).. "'Even 'the date obtained' from M r . 'Myles
in (1.9) pointed at a" loss'.'"'•* The 1 'cost !o'f 'land pfepBration"
.and seed is about. $230.\"so that,; when* use is1" made "of ^
familyVlabbur,: there,'is someJ"retu'rn' for'labour, albeit
very' l'ittle. " A l s o consider the""fac't that'^AMC only pays
$0*.55* per poundt!
" *
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.This'is öbviousl'yjiOne of. the major reasons why. .virtually
'noï'peanüts are: grown ' on ;.the". project. any/more.M-'The only
"way ;in which .peanuts [could:.be'grown profitably is for
•hótnë corisümption only or in larger acreages with increased
efficiency of operations.. One means of increasing effic i e n c y is iwith*.improved tools 'like >eg.f. a> wheelhoe; iwith
móuldboard*. ** This: has been tried and it was found that the
time required for moulding up could be reduced to about
25% of labour for handwork» The main problems however
"are1-/the "shelling before planting and thé stripping of the
pods off the plants after harvest. Machines for this are
'available'but 1 their.investment]may;not becwarranted on the
>smair:plots óri*-'thé' projectiit:Alsöf tthese machines areinot
céasily-tavailabler Certainly.not; in Jamaica jrunlike'/the
*wheélhoe» '•>"~i v \.-<3-1.. y» *'.'.; ••'..;i JICT i, >T :JV ».- v.ty \X\.-':li.
Planting."with,a\small.handplanter was'not a.success:'a
-lot.of the seeds split; . A "different seeder could'be tried»
,1 feel that more .workron..the^economics of ,peanut production
" is .warranted""because the crbp^is" olsvi'ousiy " very 'suited "to
-the area. vA There'are. few problems with diseases ^md pests
"(except'rats)', weeding 7 is only required"once "br twice in
'combination 'with' moulding ~'up while, 'as 'mentioned already,
-yields„are..good, with excellent quality fof the produce.
THe .market"."seems to'take'peanut's easily''although n it ne'eds r
'C''

" i n v e s t i g a t i o n " e x a c t l y Ifiow*'much'tx

, ."l">t.c

_Another A consideration in this respect is that peanuts are
"a good crop in a rotation: they are a legume, and do not
require fertilizer_if^the^other_crop(s)_in_the_rotatiqn_
receive it. Also, they cover'theigroundjvery effectively !
and, if clean-weeded~before-closing in-the row,—they-may— '
hjelp tp^reducejrfeedgrowth. "I,'" " " '
""" ' '] ' '
- - .v.. .. ,,v. rr
j
f
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pFinally, tas can be seen from appendix 1!, we grew two crops ;
ïperuyear: planted on the^recommendedidates (March-April jr j
!
^a"h"d~Aug1i^t^Septè1mbër)"r*" The'*vari'ety""(erect')"*that"'we"üsed
'took exactly'3 months to mature, so that more crop's per
"year couid*be tried./ The only: offseason observation that I
was planted (loll in appendixjl) failed'due to the ; almost- ,
complèté^lack of i'rainT* b*ut* plarit'ing^in "jun^July^with^moré"" •
^chance of^rain"could be» tried.' Also,' wJLth'jDettèr care'even'
planting.in November could be [successful: application of
farmyardmanure-.and lime and planting^ inl furrows^ fnstead
'
of 'on, ridges will make a difference:-the cróp ö shows a
^
~ marked tolerance'for**dry weather".
*
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The r AgriculturalrInformation >.Service publishes growing
recommendations; for peanuts.t • Otherithanithè title <ƒ (Let'Srgrow peanuts' for ;• profit) I.cail agree with them.
The presumption ..that peanuts • arecprófitablè are hot
substantiated. ; ,c ,. •* •. 'h; ^ri-.' .
'.—\ P •
U '1. J.;',.''»»" .<v.t' 2.J/ i- -J1- •- ol^c,-. -J\'.t-'•-'•• \
'•
F.or the, result-of the application >'of 'lime to peanuts, ••• isee ichapter, 4 . (Lime);o nji. .•
;~ .... vr. n.-_.-> «.. - -' c
*
E;lNEAPPLES.-ir. J: . -•,. =_3h r. ..v - p r
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This, cropcisralso doing;'very -well :onfthe :prójêct» ^n<i„
is „less expensive than peanuts„\^hf ter the initial <-cost*of planting-material the only expen.sèris labour - and/or- chemical srf or ^weeding. .- Pineapples have shown veryQittlê
or,:no. response; to> fertiliser £app"licatioris:<vand,itneref°re
I recommend not tto. apply .^fertiliser unless ith'e-cropshowsclear signs of :nutrient\deficiencyvtic
'.t r.a -'^ r-'v' J
:'X
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More trouble can be expected to originate from nematode
damage, :expecial:ly>:in-Smooth Cayenne. -Red; Spanish'"is
less- susceptible however,.-and.\is 'therefore «the more
popjilar; varietyjdespite-its 'lessernfruit quality and '*•yield. t „TL.ot r. - — d icr Ion. - -• "J.. i * tir.o*_- • c-:['-^
Good.'response- was- recorded for Smooth Caye'nne 'with
Nèmagon fumigation before:.planting:.^every-'square' foot
with;a; 1 J 2 3 soultiom of .5cc per» injection: se*e; W g » 1 °Ki"
and': the following- table:*-1 r *'>•• i< '"""i - c/ -•'"• '" ' '
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'" not fumigated

"fumigated

• fertiliser 'hovferti fertiliser no fert.
- - i

Percentage of.
:*T.'
plants Jthat.*c ; r\'
produced a '•£ruit, \
Mean weight of
fruit in'lb, - • incl'; crown T &•'•
..."

*

.A.

V-

-_

Yield in lb/acre'-l '"
Cash return in" $
per acre per year
at $0.50/lb

t

.

i i

A

93 ,

.

.. w

. •" • • .3

-3ól05 tc> ^ • 3 7 - 1 2 '••'<•
4lf7.13M"'' ^'41,257

10,314

'

-' '76 ''

91
. <. id' c ,

10,428

*

**•

- J

*

80

*' • »

2V78-

t:

'- '2.50

30,593;

-34,329

7,648

~' 8,582

These figures cover a period of two years: from planting
(21-7-78) up to the end of the main harvest (17-7-80).
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In addition to the response to fumigation it is interesting
to°note the figures for plant's that [produced-a'fruit:
ttjis varies from 76 to 93%, while in a similar observation
at Haughton Grove (2o3 in appendix 1) '41% of the fruit set
was stolen., If it is then also'considered that theft here
was by no means as bad as in the original pineapple plots
(2.1,2.2,2.4 and 2.5) it becomes obvious that these plots
had to be abandoned» „ It is also an 'indication «.that theft
on farmer's crops is'not as bad as on,, project or. communal
crops.
,'
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When looking^'at the cash return per acre per year it is
clear that this is a more attractive crop than'peanuts:
even two crops of peanuts per year with a yiald^of 1,000
lbs/acre*clo not have a'"cash return o'f more than^$ 2,000.per^acre per year,Vwith much more labour required. The
problem with pineapples is. though, that it is aVmuch more
'difficult crop to deal with because 'of i the spines oh the
fleaves. Many' workers will refuse toj'wörk in pineapples
j for this reason. However, this problem is easily solved
with adequate protective clothing and gloves.
J^
^
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A more serious problem is' marketings there is a main
^ harvesting period in June-July, while»the demand isV highest in December-April (the "tourist season"). ,The
\ fruit cannot be stored^jfor long periods without sophisticated equipment, so this is a real! problem] when significant numbers of fruit are produced!/ J With' growth /j
''"regulators or hormones'however, it is possible to regulate"" the^flowering and thus the harvest of pineapples.
The weekly records^used to produce figure i' plus some
additional observations! have made it possible to determine the flowering behaviour of Smooth {Cayenne and the t
time it takes^from the first appearance of the flower
to harvest. These data, combined witn'idafea><from pine,apple research carried out in**Zambiaj on growth regulators
have made it possible to give tentative recommendations
for the regulation of harvest. \
A.
%
,
j
<rH 'A
,' •*
'This needs to be confirmed by field observations, but
as a general rule^it should be possible to treat^ those
plants that have'not yet flowered'in[April, -of a crop
that was planted 'in the preceding April. The chemical
used can be ANA ör possibly (if available) Ethrei. ;,
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Pineapples Fumigation/fertiliser Observation
Nyerere, farm mr. D. Blair.

Recprd of percentage of plants with inflorescence or fruit
Figurer"T. '
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The-treated plants, will1- start* f lowering'in about June/July
andaharvests can start-in December.-1"-By "staggering 'the
application'.of' the- chemical, from April-June'; harvests
ca'n- also1- be' spread but 'from 'December - February1."^t'
In this*- way it should be possible" to*- forecast" accurately
how": many-, fruit will be available on what date. Contracts
with hotels etc. could be signed. But first the theory
needsi'.t'oK be-, tested and. I' am)sorry that T- am not able to
do this.
it-Z.
t-.:ó-..> tvi.;tic:»t re 5n = lL'>. 1 *v
*x ;c " " :-•»" r
.,-.Another-*interesting aspect óf ~>pineapples" is that;'after
th'e^ initial "expense for planting material, subsequent»
' e'xpansioh" can be-effected^with the 'slips'^suckers 'end»
crowns from the "initially 'established-plants. Even, the
very small extra crowns that tend to sprout from the
base-" oft the1 crown 'can" b'èn removed and planted. This was
done adjacent,,to the observation at.Nyerere,. and< they 4.„
produced, flowersi 2>j years..after, planting., Theyr can.be *.,.
established very closely planted and subsequently thinned
out to minimise the land" space required. Crowns were
alsó:;cojnparèd^with"slips'Cin ther'observation (normal-sized
crowns) * and*" were fouhd^ tobben ave' exactly like* slips with
nb^difference 1 in time up to flowering noted. This is
unusual'.normally it is aösumeds_,that • crowns, are slower
to produce a first crop than"slips. ""
Sèventrows out; of-eight in the observation-at-Haüghton" •
Grove (2.3)- in appendix l)-were^planted with large
suckers. They were planted on the same day that they
were- removed,-not' stripped or treated otherwise and -shaded
against.^he sun to^avoid drying out. They,, were also^ P C
mulched at a later,, stage,„but /were not irrigated.
They. did. not suffer, the normal, "setback experienced w i t h ,
newly-j planted pineapples, and also did not flower prematurely which is a common occurrence in anything other
than the^smallest suckers. After planting in May '79
they uniformly initiated flowering in February 1980:
98\6%9öf'all*-plahts^prbdücëd'"Iauflower!!*r'5 * ^
."['.*
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Harvest took* placed in the months May', Juhè/ahcl July 1980
with unfortunately 41% ] of vth*e'fruitcunaccouhted*fori:5
Even then the yield was 23,725 lbs. within 14 months
after planting! If the fruit stolen had been reaped,
assuming the stolen fruit had the same average weight as
the fruit reaped, the yield would have been about 40,000
lbs/acre.

*

The ,mean.weight per fruit was 2.8 lbs including the
crown*. The'variety used for this observation was Red
Spanish',' and 'no response .toVthe «Möcap-,-: worked into " c
the*-soil(after» having-been» broadcast), before* prahting.
was 'noted .1 f'No response f o "the'fertiliser applied w a s
rioted; either". - t . fc' .••}»?.:: , •.' *. ,v i . U- >< -. U
bs
..j' * ..'.'
..r-^r'cr ^u.\i;i', . v.n. •• r •'••,
TENTATIVE-GROW ING RECOMMENDATIONS'i( PINEAPPLES)"".
-i ->
Ih i :fl',Vrp' m'- r w !
u -;• .; • "j • ';-.r •.. •.-}*.< : 1:1 ;
These' rècommendations'are' included here' because «of. '.the '
alleged" importance-óf'-the crop'in' the:.'project area:.\j~
They- are: brief .and can' serve, as": a'.general guide 'only,-vr. ,
More detailed''recommendations .airevnoi doubt* availabley:id
bVt'T. have-not 1 been able^to obta'in: copies. T'to . jlx
.v ")\.n i.f i?'. ^ i-.,,vv.i •••".'.'!i *. u 1 c / .. ,no-' co ii_cch :•»• ' >.i ;>
VARIETIES'(Main - o n e s only): „„•• •..*« ;.;"'a;.c -;> b
n ^ f oRed Spanish (Cowboy, Bullhead): resistant to diseases
and.-pests .(mealiebug,, nematodes)., good yield and quality,
esp"eciaiiy""for canning "purposes."
;,
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Sugar Loaf: bigger fruit, for fresh trade .mainly, one
r. year. Gets 'black easily if n o t reaped in
•',.'• n: «.1. ^'i ~. >v„-' -.'',' ;« . ~.w r _
harvest, per.
<r, leaves. ----.,,,._ ^
.
,,....
time* Spiny,
Ripléy: big fruits, harvests spread out-, very
vej 1 strong: > :,
spines. ? > ' . . . *: ' . n - *r r.y . : ..g;.; a, tl? ' *a a\ ' '„
*-t:'r.-<
< ' - . • '
Smooth Cayenne: better yields .and quality,, no spines on
leaves. Sensitive to pests and diseases.. _, ,
r
-u• ^ -*****.^-.r*ï J < U i t j ' *• w -^ • XJ\'r--.c
* c -ci•> - . '^ *
*•
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SOIL" REQUIREMENTS
The-main' requirement is free drainage; otherwise, almost
any soil is suitable. .On heavy soils construct ridges.
Waterlogging easily'damages* the crop and must be avoided
at .all cost.
. . .
,.
,
: 1
LAND* PREPARATION ' ! "" /"'*
**": "" j " '^ ' '"*r ,
y,sr:,.:.. _:vw j^>y, . .1:-. r .. u'?r.v*'., ;-"y ':*.rd' ~ -':T"._ ,
Ploughing, .hoeing.!ori.,forking u p to-about 1 0 " deep.
Construct fairly low beds;or ridges o n heavy-soils., ._ .;
Aim -at starting„with -a weedfree field: either plant .
immediately^after landprêparatiön- or use herbicides.. t.
..""f.
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c PLANTING^ATERIAL r #

_ ,. _

^

nfc ^

^ ,. ^
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LAny partfof-the "plant-can'be used:' suckers, slips or
crowns (tops), pieces of stem, extra, very small shoots
'. emergingKfrom the base of the crowns, etc.
, Large.suckers.tend to produce,premature fruit that will
be ..small .and of .inferior quality., -unless,.the,, suckers
are 'replanted on thers|ame".day^that they-, are removed„from
, th"e mothèrplant .and subsequently watered ^.shaded and
'"mulched. In*" that/case they,'can produce a" very, good'and
very early.crop. Medium or small suckers..are similar
.in their.time required to first crop, to slips or crowns»
„ Full use of the availability,of,planting, material should
'be made when,expanding an existing field. The small
shoots of the crowns require*a'long period to reach matu»
^rity, but,they save the farmer an expense of 5 cents for
"each"piece of planting material purchased.
"•:-, -jy ?:.*•'• ro v.. ry r iritisc
'c Ur. c \'.-ti-n
lPREPARATION OF-PLANTING' MATERIAL-" :yr..^Tt

..,«.'. U

'"'

rv

• : • * - - : - -.v -.
i i t-i- f - r ^ o ; ' > •• ! ' • "•: r . ,; .1'• JV'-J ;.•*'".
Use h e a l t h y m a t e r i a l .only;, p r e f e r a b l y w i t h o u t r o o t s . , ,
!
Clean "off ' t h e b'as'al', .dry^leaves ; b u t "do. n o t ' c u t off t o o
much from^thé stem., .In^ t h e 'case of t s l i p s , , r e m o v e , t h e t
„small^("dud") f r u i t * a t t t h e i r b a s e . E x p o s e . t h e ^ b a s e ^ " ^ '
'of . t h e "cut'/side of ".the " s l i p s t o . t ' n e * s u h f o r " a T f e w d a y s ,
but, do n o t s t a c k „them, f or. any l e n g t h r o f time ;and avoid
".getting them TwetlV,'f':"r ' „ " ^ , *" h "^'r
1^., \ ,^ c \,C. ,J '
'Dipping , i n , a r n e m a " t i c i d e ' i s "not .recommended,\.buiT'~ ' i t
'raealièbügs a r e p l e n t i f u l , ' d i p "in an* i n s e c t i c i d e , e g .
Halathion.
,
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PLANTING.
. :- ir...
,
.JLJ
•*•

<> • \y cuBr-- itjt* civ
• Pineapples may.'be planted-at'"almost any time'of the
ryear,. but planting in June/July-(when plenty i-ofplanting
.material'-, is*'available because «this «-is' also the main harivest season)» will: produce atgood croptthe following • „year.in about July. Later plantings may produce earlier,
but" fruit tends to be smaller and of less quality,
Tdepénding on the size of \planting'material us'ed and level
of 'management after 'plantingi'"-'- :' *'<: "h\- * :.r. . d~ v . <.
Do not'plant too. deep,"rand>in 'any case avoid -soil enter.ing the hearts .of ->the1- plants0>'-" •. '•'-* C "
": =c. .-•
^Planting, distances: double rows 4-5 feet apart, plants
within the rows 1 - 1 ^ feet apart and lJj - 2 feet between
the rows.

/

Cayenne and Red Spanish may b e planted closer, Sugar
L o a f and Ripley must be planted wider apart.
* <
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There..-is very little, known response of pineapples to *: '<
fertiliser in "this area, and therefore _the ^generalrecommendation at present i s : d o n o t apply fertiliser
unless the crop shows obvious deficiency symptoms» In
that case „about "a,, teaspoon of sulphate o f ammonia
every 3 months can b e tried. I f this h a s n o effect,
then nematodes are-probably responsible for t h e poor
performance.'* Apply the fertiliser to the bases of the
plants'--and cover "'with' some'soil i • ' " * P 5 ^
" '"> "-'
•.**;•.* -"•''; c , ' - . r ..»-* '..-••;.: '.A'-JU*. ;•:.£...••
rw
WEED'CONTROL ' E ; ^ v ' " '"' '""
' ''* '*' ^ : '" V A J *'
iJV.f i - v_jt *•* '^ - '-r .• ••. \ :•',••..•.
'. •. •-.' . • t ~ . .r ~
Pineapples, arervery{•'sensitive tof^thet competition of
weeds d u e tottheir.restricted root system, .and -if.there
are too manynweeds?to compete with the t ;crop it will.not x ^j
produce,ieven though it h a s shown a remarkable toughness
and will.recover after'„the weeds are,- removed* w .-,
?rBest results are obtained when*keeping-the field-weedfree»
In f a c t , this, is the main-.care that is needednfor-pine-j
a p p l e s , t/Adequate protective clothing in the form o f
heavy trousers ,\ long-sleeved .shirts and^glovesiis essential" tó .protect workers in the' crop from the spines
(even with Smooth C a y e n n e ) . Long-handled-push hoes are
good implements to u s e .
Herbicides m a y b e used, b u t care should b e taken with
their application: pineapples' are very sensitive and
easily suffer from too high concentrations O E from the
wrong kind o f chemical (eg. NEVER u s e gramoxone in or
near a pineapple p l a n t a t i o n * ) . Gesapax has proven to be
effective and c a n be applied at a rate o f 4 - 5 pints
in 20 gallons of water per acre (1 pint in 5 g a l l o n s ) .
MULCHING
In the dry season this m a y help /reducing the dormant
period the c r o p tends to go through at this time of the
year; in the rainy season the mulch is best removed
since, unless herbicides are used, weedcontrol becomes
problematic.
>
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PRUNING
Remove all slips after harvest",' and leave ..one',, two or , '._•' ^ - •
three suckers per plant» The. number";left-will depend \ •
'on the required-accessibility of the^cróp:".the vmore L ~ ',•> ^ •''< * *"
suckers are left, the more difficult it' becomes 'to walk .*',
through the pl'antationrows, and , the- smaller'the .fruit
"tends to "become. , .'•'V v--' • ..•*">,•• / * ., ./ ' *
-_.«., . _ <-•
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PEST AND "DISEASE'CONTROL
-»•*- - - • •-: - -. .* . - ^- - -, •_-, :
r- .v. J.^ A.'»* T; :,/ . r- re »
Pineapples do not generally suffer from many diseases
or.- pests jr but.»the "ma-jor '.ones -are:' i -'. ';Ltv', ct ., i.!i , lö
Nematodesu especially for Cayenne,* fumigating 'withKeglro1':'. *
Nemagon"before planting can be very beneficial. Without
'r\
fumigation, plants do not thrive and yields are • very JLjow.
^
,<
Other .varieties are known to respond less «well "to fumiga-. ~; : -'.,
tion or,-other methods of nematode control»
',
"- .,,,-. \ -~j.-.
Mealiebuqs;' 'these can be a serious problem, tout they are
"t _. ' '->
fairly easily controlled with eg. Malathion or Perfekthion.' " ?. '" ;'
Either dip the planting material in a solution (if they >^ p
are found to be present on the plants) or spray at intervals after planting.' With Malathion, direct the spray to •..,.-the bases of the plants and to the soil around, the bases . "1" .
of the plants. . .
,,
. Various rots; good cultural practices and freely draining
soil will help avoid most of these.
. .

v*-

-u. : oa\ •„> i '\ %ir;

Above: pineapples/at Nyerère.
Below: young plantains, intercropped with cowpeas and
heavily mulched on research plot, Haughton Grove.

Below:-onions dry season observation 1979/80 on
research plot, Haughton Grove.
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PLANTAINS and BANANAS
Plantains 'were-""grown bycmany farmers on'-the project',*1
presumably ^because "prices were''good ':and ""a "reasonable crop
cöuïd^bè' grown*, ^There wer'ef'-however-, -many- complaint's"-"
about bad ' growth arid "'problems with "tlhê^f allïng' 'over of "''
plants!,- Tne bad 'growth ''doesc no t r become apparent^ immediately,1 and often°only "ïnHthë ratoons 0 r 'The main-probrèm
appeared to 'be'nematodes''/ 'arid^for this reason' a'trial '
was''designed in conjunction-with'~a 'nematoi'dgist of • the
Ministry ;of! AgricultureT'comparing "5 ^different ^nématicides.
' v „ <**. *r~.; r v <. 'r*-r_'*c: lin-. :u v <:—;>» In *.*.».-*. ilv.
^Unfortunately i'this' triaT""h'ad' to' be abandoned due to'-'problems
with goat and"'cattlè-damageï4'*poor ëstabrishmènt mainly due
to poor planting "matèr'iai:™a"nd expense of operations.
Fencing would have solved part of the problem but turned
out.'r'to- be1 too ^expensive, ^especially considering-'that «this
would "not have takert^cafe^of |[*tln"e "rampant'praedial larceny
in "the area ( the "same as*- where Vttie pineapple trials cwere
abandoned)"» **It was very-clear- however that one replicate
which was planted with fertilizer at planting at a rate
of l:ab'7-l4-14Lpèrrhoiec('68Ö^lBs/acre)"cdid-'muchY-bettêr.
No-effect of the various•nematicides-was'observed»
'
,n tl\<i \i • ' .. ci .' -r.. ^'.*"•- 'n üc.iï' go J<-y: • . i. ir
Partly based-oh the experiencfer of "this trialva'rsmaïï' observation "was es"tabl:ish*ed in 'the researchr'plot *inr1 area D.
This area- wascmuch more se'curë but lack ofvspace would*
notYallow-'a ful\L trial'~"to b*è eVtablisned'T' •* ByrnoW it'had
tfecome ^leaf that 'the'labour force*'of two* could''not be
» 4 r
expanded significantly - this would1 have'been'necessary
If'a trial were to lbe established with a'fair chance of
being able to carry it out to ,the end»
'-•
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Th'is 'observation (-3. 2' in'appendix 1) is still growing and
certainly appears more successful than the trial. However,
very -little difference between tfèa*tmeYkts-risn'o£served'1and
general growth-leaves a-lot'to be'desired. --; - - ;Mulching; wouldrappearcto b'e of 'benefit 'düfing^thé "dry
period's 'but -lime rWsponsve*'wasidis^appointïngi~'''TFü"ture records
will- have "'éo'identify any response to'the various treatments,
especially-because- itci"s-the ratoons 'that-are ^of interest:
most 'farmers 'manage to'-"produce one crop, but after that the
problem starts. _This latter 'fact however does hot apply to
a 1-1 farmers: there are one or two crops that have been
known'tovbe bearing* for -3 '--'4 *ye*ars now'. THis is'said'to'
b"e M u e * to1 a minimum 'of "-const ant' care: weeding and '•'forking
around the' bases of the mats. Very few farmers grow plantains anymore, however.
The bananas-are badly affected with leafspot and need regular
spraying with a fungicide. If this is done they would appear
to do well. However, it is said that it is more difficult
to sell bananas than plantains.

r
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RED PEAS (phaseolus vulgaris)
This is.another„crop that is, or at least was popular
among the farmers at_the project» „Its popularity is . .,
".probably mainly'duetto the .fact" that iHt-is^ a^very popu. lar.t. food, (mainly > in "rice ,and peas"), and for that ^reason
"tends to fetch prices .^asthigh as "$3»50j.,-< $4»-iper pound.
Yields however are not,high and--1,,tend,-to believe that
;'thecl,000 lbs per acre which is claimed to be attainable
is too high o The crop is very sensitive to pests and
diseases,, and^wet„weather„during or-just^before v harvest
£canc,destroycancotherwis'e_promising/crop». hThereforèthe
-,best time .to plant,-is_ towards the end of the , wet season,
pin September ^November»;,; This_giyes^a better .chance,iri6
'to-harvest with dry weather»
'Planting:at'other times of the year is-also possible,,' .
* but*extreme care;with cropjprotection and reaping is .
necessarvo, The non-availability of seed'.sometimes-forces
the farmer to plant outside the recommended;-, times*.
+•'• •*•-• "•'- " - . . J .'-•.'..:.•',, L ' . •.
*»•...' s^.'.-z '.; J . <:
Two small trials were.designed on the_ request.and,with
_the co-operation of the extension specialist^legumes)
tof-the Ministry of Agriculture in Montego Bay: 4ol and
4.2 in appendix 1. Both trials were rather variable
.•(coefficients of variation 'resp.- ofu 22; and 25%) and
mean-yields low (resp. 317 and 468 lbs/acrejc. However,
they confirm,the theory that early application in bands .
along-the rows and v/orked in is'not-worse;-than^ t h e — j - ^
^traditional method ie. applying the.fertiliser around
irthe. plants at a later stage of development,of the crop»
' -- ' - :-"* ' -' '- "-- '
'" V
>."? . - x \.. u! r, „„The difference, between, those plots with and. those without fertiliser however, was significant in. 4»,1»
• •>
; ""t
• n - .-;, *'• •
•:•'*>*•
- f «•- ^ . . r e; .
,.These.trials should be repeated: for confirmation; of the
••results obtained» For small trials-like,these,which
have* to-have small plots: if a reasonable, number,, of -, ,
replicates is to be made possible, the-uniformity^of the
soil in which it is planted is essential» .It-iSjfor
this.reason that the cropping plans in appendix .2 and
chapter 3 were designed» The successive-growing of• j -.„
uniform crops will eventually result in reasonably ; .. r
uniform soil, while an additonal advantage is that the
history of the site is fully known» If^this ; is strictly
adhered to, more reliable trials can-be brought to,a—successful conclusion»
• • 'c <• .'The AIS of the Ministry of Agriculture publishes several recommendations for red peas»
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"AFRICAN RED PEAS" (cowpeas)
This variety of cowpea is also popular among the farmers •
due to the fact that it is less susceptible to diseases
than the "ordinary" red pea, while it can also be used
in "rice and peas"» In addition to this it is said that
it can be grown throughout the year - this would be very
good in order to catch the higher prices paid out of
season,
......
. _ . . - - .
1

•-The• observations *5o 1-and''5.2 in appendix 1, however,
failed to produce more .than 590 lbs/acre while it was,
'"••riot•easy1'to sell'* the produce» In both causes" aboiit^'i 2^-,
per pound was "obtained'-while'AMC prices were onlyuaround "^
~~$"lo"- per pound..
*'• . „•..'? ' iv,-"*' ^
': ' ' '•••'.
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The crop is fairly easy to grow, and . is ;vé'ry suitable;-for , .. \
planting" with a handseeder^ due>« to^the~ shape of th^ seedy,''£*'„. _- f
small and round. Other thari^weeding and regular spray- -'.-rJT '.- '
ing with mainly insecticides the reaping is' the, most -• 'K\
important and time consuming activity.f •" The pods do* not
ripen all at the ; same time and therefore reaping' is^ ' -,~x '. . "
spread out over a number of weeks when every day those f
; ,TK V
pods that are ripe'are reaped. '*"
' '*'<'•'
,

, An attempt was made to calculate production cbst'^ïike ^'
with some other crops. These calculations showed -that •'*-, ^ . i,there is a confortable margin between production-cost
and income, taking into account/the cost of-land preparation, seed and chemicals and'all labour requirement»
However, I am very hesitant to' produce^,these figures in
v _
" this report because the estimates for labour requirement aire based on observations on-the research plot. It' -•
is not easy to record the time taken to work on a small
plot and then convert this. into.mandays per acre. .The H
smallest»error is multiplied., , Also, the daily paid, • »:••.
workers are expected to have a different attitude to
,; work than the farmers, and this may well be the source
'of the larger error. Estimates from farmers were also
recorded but it is very doubtful if these are reliable.
I have therefore decided not to publish these figures:
it is better not to produce them than to produce unreliable figures.
The small hand seeddrill would definitely help to reduce
the labour requirement of this crop: the machine was
borrowed on several occasions for this particular crop.

Above: cattle at Haughton Grove.
Below: red peas with lime and manure in foreground.
• . and without lime and; manure in background. (^3 \»\ \<)

Below: irish potatoes with irrigation in background,
"~~- and without irrigation in foreground. (-j.\ '»»\ K )
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•Itcis interesting to note that Africans-Red'.Peasrwerer» interplanted with. other\.cropsxon three occasions,] hut..f r^
thatcthese plantings», were not. very'successful o V . • cr<
They were planted:- ' ..' ...•-'»..'.,, auc \.u vc
^n~i .-' r.13:
<-• -.• <,. c_-,t x, ar. • ;. >...-'-. :-Vu\ ->i . 'r;
• -j^t.- - between the pineapples^ ( 2,1 tin-appendix-1) injJune t<-~
" 19788n^ •• ' •..« t: . ' •.-•
-- • "" '.'.•-. 0;, .t, ., r , ^ , , 3 n
h :/- between .the-corn of the lime trial in.May 19.79, . w t
- „between the plantain's"^3„2'in appendix l)~in October
'* *1979~'* ~ ' ' ''" ' ' *' '* ' X'n
'"' • • ' " J~:;t
*;.'ö*
Yet- intercropping should be'^investigated^more . intensively
than in this» case • (see".also chapter 2;7) ivThelpoon per-,
^formahce should bê taken as indication', thatVAfrican. Red
Peas are'not. ehtirély.^withoutrriskv n* c: ? )•• .* i :'Ü
fi
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CORN

..' i x^l«

.... , .r..r.

Corn,, generally speaking, does not do well at Haughton
Grove".- At Nyerere'it "is'howevèr quite" popular*"'and''seems
to dor.considerably better,. It is usually grown_for
"'green corn" 'when''it,,is} j'usëd as" a vegetable1',, boiled or
"rba'sted*. it'is also left! toy dry,,
but" largev losses ire
.then experienced from,parrots, rats arid theft ,^hilë •
;the .AMCl prices "for 'dried corn "(shelled)/ are very" low
.indeed." The only way "corn" would* payjwoüld be if'.yields
,are high. ..Unfortunately L Kave been unable to, produce
yield figures for dried and "shelled, corn 'for the reasons, already mentioned above.. •
•• '
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An additional problem is the wide range of insects that
affect the crop from emergence (and before that) up to
harvest. Regular spraying is essential ,for a good crop.
'• - -

" !'• ' f r ö
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In,(chapter 4 its Lresponse to lime will be discussed:
without lime corn''will* soon cease to grow, even with
high applications of fertiliser (see lime trial '.80/1,
*6.5 ,in' 'appendix 1) and ih^rotati'on with" peanuts.- Even
.more* marked'than its response" to*'lime is* it's 'response' "
to farmyard manure:pthe crop,on plot B after manure was
applied was the tbe'st" gro'wh"' and(<'comparabl*è .with jsöme •.crops seen at' Nyerere". For this 'crop', "Vales Twe're a"
problem: "the cobs, -although large', _were riot fea'dily' " _
."accepted by the corn "vendorsT. iTh'is^was said/to'be due
to the fact that' local se'ed was 'used:Athe'"cobs were not
regularly filled with unbroken rows of kernels.
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Local seed had to be.used because the.hybrid corn^offered for "sale4byr,the commercial cómpaniës r and the Ministry
of' Agriculture* turned.out to'have "very-"low germination^'"
percentages.' This^was apparently 5uê tö^too A ïohg storage
at n nörmal temperatures'" after ""'removal "of , (already"quite
old) seed'from cold storage. A new j batch t of seed was r e ceived and used "in tfre"limértriaï'' 1980^1. 'Germination'""^
here~was''satisfactory i but subsequent growth poor - but
this was expected, considering^the,fast reducing growth
performance of~corn r êvên with'iihiestohèdust 3 appïiedi* ""
f- i i-«-cc irïv ' U d
;'t "* pxantj/v; c r,yiu, "" _

-f
mahure a p p l i c a t i o n s * o n l y f o r s u b s e q u e n t c r o p s on t h e
same p i e c e of l a n d <>
UrjCji* jJiv-.Tir'•#:• i t v r i - i * can *n- c>;t.".£i,ri i n i-unc
,_rn
I,C-J: : l . i t t J . " rein'". 1? t > T . i r t J l'ui;
crep ,-o.th i-Ver.'1y ,s. !:• f a , : ^ i c . ' {:-;Li...J tn.- Chri;;tia!v> . I t . FV- z~-U -J-ï
I R I S H ' POTATOES"'•™xü*t' ° r O V r ' / » ° ° ° U r / ' * = • H o ; i V ^ ' r '
* •;- c c u i a ^ t h » ltjr'j m r .< -hor'«- ':'ja . o n l y , cn<? -.'i*-h
!"...-:. r ri-nn j.;,«;r -p;. -.ru'V i / ./;:y
ove
-ji^!..»'r.'*o • r . t r c

Nyerere. The main problem is that the planting material has to be imported from C a nada and Holland every ^"
year again, while planting should be done in October/
November. By that time the planting material usually
has not arrived yet. This was also the case with the
only observation we^carried out (7.1 in appendix 1 ) :
the seeds were 'ordered'f in"" June' and did nofarrive' u n til January„ V t Without irrigation°the observation'would
h'ave^been a L total ""failure; .but we wereviri a position
to irrigate1"from the"adjacent J pöhd with1, trie'"help of'a"""
small 'portable pump and;'two "sprinklers 'on'2""aluminum^
pipes^ u -The'smali'^area 'and the corners 'ofü the'
'piöt£j
c
J
whère''water did riot reach*" were definite proof of the"
benefit of"the w irrigatibn.- x * --c"-» ^ ^ a ~ 1 ~x,~ r
'..-,- * •
. •* i ; _A r-uvu.'- ~r>d - q c n . " " l
.- • . i'.v
iThe " c r o p d e v e l o p e d ^ w e ï ï l | n d ' ' f a s t , r f i u t ° f a i l e d " t o ' y i e l d
w e l l : 2 , 1 9 2 l b s / a c r e was m e a s u r e d .
At an a v e r a g e p r i c e
>hyi

:ing this report prices óf^up'^to $1.70 per\pound
being- reported.J 'The planting'materiai^costs"$ol45' per
pound "(subsidised) 'but"""at1 this yield thë;Jmargin b è - I C ~
tween "cost and income 'to'cover' laBour t is' very''small.'
A." t ' , ..J.-:.." < . IX" _ ^ tier i.quivi, i. . ...j. iV.ct '-rsj
" . . ri-'
:* rv •"•uiu.riy*
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„The.yield obtained,.by one farmer at. Nyerere was measured.
He'planted In February '(22-2)' and,'reapedViii. April(22-4).
He,did "not irrigate but planted in furrows instead,of
in'ridges' and interplanted with .peas."*' His vield\.was"
3.501 lbs/acre; the area .planted "was-1/5.8 acre»'Apart
„from .the„fact that this sort.exercises,should c have been
.done" more" regularly (but'tfindered-by,,the, transient nature of.most farming on the project) it is interesting
to note the practice of planting in furrows: see also
the recommendations ^for-planting peanuts during v,the dry
.season! Intercropping,also.ïs^worth„a .lot more,attention
and the work done.elsewhere in Jamaica.should be stu,died and adapted for ,the .area if.more research on crop
. 'J- t • ,

,v;i *)i. i;

%.•'••.

.'.v..'- . . ( , 1 : 1

... •-'Ji i n - » v '

v.-

..j.; j<ii-v

production is desired. , .
„ „ --..-,«. > ., .-« .- M
.Unless planting .material can, be ,obtained .in .-timehthere
seems little point in growing „this crop-with average
yields for Jamaica .(mainly the Christiana St. Elizabeth
'area)'"being reported 'of ,over' 7,,000 lbs/acre. .However.
i t . occupies the, land.for a short time,only, and with
another, crop interplanted'it may,„prove •,worthwhile.ïntroducing it,into a^rotation of. crops. .Xare.must, always
be taken, of .course, not, to. pi ant it more than once every
three years-in „the same area. , ,_, ,..„•• -i,~
?n tl':^ dr. .:. : ,. A , ,. . • .v • * •; -'• --*•;.. t: • - • < _•
/.'.- .». ^ - -'... TV i '*n.
; _ .- ->ul bu . pr. •
ONIONS „ • _
, - .^
It was decided to try onions when it began to become
«clear, that the "traditional" crops like yam, peanuts,
corn,~sweet potatoes«etc. did not provide a very good
cash return for la&ott£v Notable exceptions like pineapples .and.pumpkin <(., the. latter not substantiated), are
not ..considered,here: they .are in a similar-category,as
^ n i o n s , ^ Some •farmersisaid^ that onions had .-been |_known
r to,have done well,on ^the_ project, and at prices of
$2o- or more per pound* and a general scarcity of the
rproduct-it was felt that they.were worth u a.try.
lr>.
After .a problematic start (lack of,irrigation, equip-j r o
,'ment, initially, as, well as^lack of. rain) thercrop'was *
well established and looking very promising indeed.. ,r It .appeared to . suffer ^.very. little from pests ;and «diseases, and transplanting,- from,areas that were plantrf
«ed .too densely,.to f gaps,, turned jout t_<>fbe .vejry'easy ;j[
.indeedo^ After the .irrigation equipment ^arrivedPthe
plot 'was irrigated regularly 0j . ..
. .- a
..<. v -j ^ -

^r ^ !
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First planting1 was done on 7th1 November* I979r witlv' the1'' handseeder which turned out to be very Suitable for '*c'
onion's« Some*-pl'ants out* of this 1 planting survived " the
drought13 and'- yielded -some very large* onions .^ *- The^ plot^*1
was' partially replanted' oh- 29th* November! at^ a 'fate' b'f
4 .'4 lb*s/acrèo Some 1 of-this material 0 was*'subsequently '*transplanted.1 Reaping^started- pin "loth Mèrch7 u \980 r o "
to che
arid" continued up to the end^of A'pr'ili1- c
' i

.- :.t ...:.ir.

The cash return of $3,342.50 per acre is reasonable,
but* could have- been bet!ter if the first'- 'pianting"had-" *h
succeeded;'' Production 1 cost"'wou I'd'1 appêar.-'tó' be"- quite '",
l*ow ^"'although 'thV* irrigation woul'd^ have tó bè pai'd •'--'
p'artly from the income "(if"'moreorcrops are" irrigat"e"d).
• irj i -.*tk„tl."3 of th.: L roauc.,
it is too early to draw conclusions:•apart from this
one observation onions were planted in plot G during
the rains with a variety that was said to do well in the
rains (8'02'in 'appendix' 1) and a new crop is in the
field at this moment and apparently doing quite well.
The rainy season crop was a failure although germination 'was quite- good - 'heavy1 rains destroyed--the young
seedlings o If onions'could be ,grbwh>-at--thirs time-the '•••!'/
off season-'produce'''would fetch-'excelie'ht priécës.-' * •kT> -In the''dry season, planted in 'Septe*mb*er'- -November- and-" r
with "supplementary irrigation*",- onions' 'could be "a próm i s m g crop'on the project.'
•ss,*-'J; j
- >-T-- - - « £
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Thè^ t'omatoes*-were also " grown a couple of times as part
of^tHe- same'-"èffört" a's- for onions: tó look f:ór: more• profitable-crops tha't^- would 1 do- "w"ellc under- th"eJ condition's
prevailing on the-project.*- >-v r J i*.-.,.. *• cc * c d c.'o
*-_: i \.. \ . j ), i.on•:: ir.q it/, ro.y, n. /• . =- r . <••' *.*•: . ii...
The problem with^'tomatoes,*1 a's- 'w*ith-möst-föther vegetables,
is'J that it cannot-'be-'stored for'any" length of' time,"' "
while'the local"- market'is -very limited. Unless marketing
is organised for the project, either as a co-operative
effort of through drastic improvement"1 of the" services
of the-Agricultural Marketing'-Corporation ('AMC)*;, the
farmer- producing'- this' kind*'of* vegetable depends on'*' the
local'market alone or has to hire transport to take his
produce to markets i'n Montëgó : Bay'or 1 Savanna^-la-mar<,J•'•
At ; this point' in time very' few "farmers" can afford -tb
:
: J
hire transpo'rto'-''" 'ï
*"• •t --"•'
-' '"''
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Initial experience with the growth of the crop was quite
'favourable, also because a ready market was found which
could be reached with my project vehicle in Montego Bay„
This is not, of course, a very realistic situation! In
any'case, tomatoes wili'do well", although they would
appear to be very sensitive to especially early blight
and bacterial wilt» 'Regular spraying is"a'must. ' Production cost is pushed up considerably due to the need
for staking.
More experience is required with the crop with research
to be done in varietal comparisons and pest and disease
control» In addition, the crop will only be ready for
recommendation to the farmers once a firm solution is
found for the marketing of the produce»
.

'

.

f

SWEET PEPPER (Paprika)

- ..

'

"

i

' .". r ' ''

Two crops were grown with a third in the field now»
Initially it was 'grown as an unrecorded observation only
because the workers on the plot had shown interest in' the
crop (the same, in fact, applies tó the tomatoes) ."'it*."
was found to do well, which is supported, by many farmers
who used to grow sweet peppers„ It is not clear why
they have largely stopped doing so," since the second,
recorded, 'crop grown showed a cash return per acre of
$11,260.-!! And,this was mainly from sales to AMC who
paid "prices varying from'$0,80 per pound in March to
$0.30 per pound in June.'
v
The crop grows easily and, if it can be irrigated, (in
our case with a bucket from a pond) it can be planted
early, as in our case in January (1980)» Here again'
it is obvious that great benefit can accrue from outof-season production» The earliest recommended time
of (trans)planting is'May, at the start of the rains
(seedbeds in March), With irrigation this could be"1,,
advanced considerably. See chapter 5 (water) for some
thoughts on irrigation»
The same reservations as for tomatoes apply here as
regards marketing: the produce cannot be stored for
long periods and everything depends on a readily available market.
At Nyerere, at least AMC makes regular visits although
it is not too certain what will happen after the disturbances in October: the situation is by no means consolidated.
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••*

At Haughton Grove AMC stopped their regular visits
some considerable time ago (1978) while the open market
that was built along the main road Montego Bay - Savannala-mar has not been opened yet. The "local market" is ,
strictly limited to mainly the schools' at'Ramble
(secondary and agricultural training centre), the
Bible College at Chichester and private individuals.

2=11

CASSAVA

- The growing of cassava was actively encouraged during
the early stages of the project in anticipation of the
opening of the cassava (flour) factory in Goshen,
St. Elizabeth. The response to this by the farmers
was good, and the cassava did very well.' Unfortunately
there were delays in the opening of the factory and.*,
the largest part "of the cassava grown went" to"waste"". *
The factory'has now opened,'but was closed again due'to
lack of cassava." The farmers>are very;hesitant to
plant1the ^rop in view of earlier^experience. It will"
take time before they can be convinced that there is a
ready market for cassava. However,,the factory requires
a very minimum of 10 tonneö per day, from_^any one" source,
and this is then part of the minimum óf 40 tbnhes per
day that is needed to start the factory.
''..'.
The reaping, weighing and transporting of the produce
has to take place within a period'of at most 48."hours,
and it"is obvious that this requires some good organisation» It is doubtful whether this can be achieved at
present.
'"
,L
r

*

^\ r*

As mentioned already, the crop does well and„a collection of some, varieties, local and from'St. Elizabeth,
was established.* Yields of up to 22,000 lbs/acre
(6 lbs per plant) were measured after a growing period
of 18 months, for "Smalling", a^variety from St. Elizabeth. The local varieties did quite well too. This
observation needs t o b e continued and expanded in anticipation of an upsurge in the cultivation of cassava.
A plan was made in 1979 for the establishment of a small
processing plant for cassava, designed to produce
"bammie" (a kind of hard pancake) and starch for the _
local market and possibly elsewhere. It is a pity indeed that this has not been realised: it would have
created an outlet for cassava without dependency on the
organisation required for delivery to the factory.

I
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Local processing of farm produce always seems a good
idea: it provides a market for the farmer and can offer
higher prices due to the increase in value of the final
product (assuming of course that operations are efficient!I),
and provides employment in the area. When the project
situation has settled down this sort of enterprise should
be considered seriously» Another example would be the
roasting and salting and packing of peanuts and the boiling or roasting of corn» The produce could be sold in
the open marketo

2.12

RICE
Rice is an important part of the diet in Jamaica,but unfortunately most of it has to be imported. Some rice is
grown, however, in Westmoreland and St. Elizabeth with
an effort to increase production to substitute imports.
Also on the project some rice is grown, notably, at
Mafoota, with one farmer at Nyerere and one at Haughton
Grove known to have grown small areas of the crop.
The farmers at Haughton Grove through the chairman of
the pre-primary co-operative requested some assistance
in an effort to improve yields and to .try irrigation
from some of the many ponds that are known not to>run
dry during the dry season.' It was decided to try some
new varieties that are being experimented with in
St. Elizabeth (Elim), and to irrigate the rice from a
pond with suitable elevation so that the water be syphoned into the field, thus saving on investment in a
pump. One farmer at Nyerere had such a system, only
he used a trench in the wall of the pond to flood his
rice, while his fields were not very level, thus making it difficult to settle a uniform depth of water on
the plots.

.s

After some very long delays a bulldozer was obtained
to construct the field and to clean out the pond.
The mud from the pond was moved into the field for the
rice to grow in, and to help seal the field. Seed was
obtained of two varietiesand pregerminated. Unfortunately one variety (CICA 9) failed to germinate. The „
other (CICA 4) was broadcast and subsequently transplanted and shows promise, although affected by blast.
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Growing rice on the project will only 'serve to produce
sufficient for home consumption, but as such it is very
important/ The initial work has to be continued and,
if it proves a success, many farmers with a pond that .
will allow syphoning out of water will be able to'grow
their own rice. The. interest, of the chairman of the"
co-op is noteworthy and hopefully more farmers can be
motivated by him.

2.13

ALFALFA
On the request from Knockalva ATC alfalfa was tried
with seed obtained from Holland (two varieties)» The
theory! behind i't being that it'would, be an excellent'"
fodder^ at the same time helping' to improve soil structure and covering the land for a long period without
necessitating ploughing» Two additonal varieties were
obtained from Dr» McLeod of Grove Place Research Station
at Mandeville who obtained them from America» The Dutch
varieties grew reasonably well after a couple of "false
starts!' during the rains, and an unexpected drought in
April» They eventually grew with irrigation in the dryseason 1979/80» but appeared to require a lot'of water»
The American varieties never did well, and with, the ..
onset of the rains all alfalfa completely disappeared»,'
Dr» Mcleod had the same experience at Grove Place, but
says that he used to grow different varieties with more
success» In any case, 1 believe that for this area alfalfa' is at this moment too difficult a crop to grow,
with high demands on land preparation and weeding with
herbicides»

2.14

GRASS
Undoubtedly grass is doing very well in this area that has been proven over the past few generations»
It is for this reason, combined with the presence of a large milk factory (Cornwall Dairy Developments)
in the area, that the most secure form of income for the
farmers undoubtedly is the keeping of dairy cows» It
was for this reason that it was decided to collect the
locally available varieties of grass and grow them
more as a demonstration, but also to observe the effect
of fertiliser, farmyardmanure and limestonedust.

All varieties so far do well, and very little or no
obvious response to any of the aforementioned has been
noted to date.
It is understood that the new research station at Montpelier.will be do'ing grassland research', and this is
obviously the best place to do so.

2.15

OTHERS
In addition to the crops dealt'with above, a number of
crops was grown" on a very small scale in order to collect some information on their 'performance, and also" as
a sort of demonstration to the farmers how many crops
they could grow at the very least provide in the living
of themselves and their family. Keeping in mind that
dairy will be the mainstay of most'farmers,'the 'growing
:
of crops will be limited to small areas for additional
income and for subsistence» At Nyerere, some farmers
will continue growing crops (mainly V a m s ) * wn i- le at
Mafoota the soil and the availability of water make
vegetable production very attractive as a major source
of income» Maybe that, at a later stage -of development,
some farmers will be able to invest some of the funds
earned with dairy in the purchase of a small irrigation
system and in that way grow some out^of-season vegetables
in an area where this commodity is tather scarce.
A crop that will always be grown on the project is yam:
it is a traditional crop and is said to do well in most
areas of the project. Some plants were djrown in the
demonstration/research plot, but two harvests carried
out were a failure with very little being 'reaped.- It
seems useful to try and work out the yields obtained by
the farmers, although it is fairly certain that yields
are low, and despite everything yams will continue to
be grown. For home consumption this is acceptable, but
as a cash crop yams cannot really be recommended»
Pumpkins can do well and there has been a time that AMC
paid up to $ 0 . % per pound for pumpkin (because an export
market had been secured). Several Nyerere farmers have
benefitted from this unexpected advantage.

Sugar Cane is a crop that used to be grown in^the project
area before it was put to grass, and still does quite well
in most places» it is mainly.used for chewing, although
some farmers say 'they have delivered to the.sugar factory»
Sorrell is also a"hatural"cropto the area and is..traditionally grown for .the Christmas season. ,In fact,-it will not
produce at any other time of the year. Drying sorrell
could be considered since this makes it possible to market
the.produce any.time of the year.
»• .
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Tree Crops have proven to be suitable ;to this area with its
high rainfall and undulating terrain, with an 80-acre:'citrus
„orchard being present on"the. adjacent "Burnt Ground property
for many years now. The project also tried to establish
a few orchards but these efforts so far failed due to lack
of maintenance and damage by mainly goats.
A large number of avocado trees were established at Nyerere
by the Ministry of Agriculture and a lot of these trees are
still there with some of them being tended by farmers and
now ready for production.
t
The absence of large numbers of fruit trees..on the project
indicates the problem with most farmers: they are not sure
of the permanency of their right to,, f arm the' land.
Their worries seem to have been aggravated^by the fact that
after the elections of October 1980, most phase'3 farmers
at Nyerere were forced to leave their farms by representatives of the surrounding villages without any legal .action
being taken to counteract this illegal and rash act. In
this way it is difficult to recommend to a farmer that he
should plant fruit trees on his farm, however suitable these
may be.
\ ^J
'.

:

Some castor oil plants were established on the research
plot on the recommendation of "an SDC official. This crop
grows like a weed in the area, and, if-an industry to
process it would be.established.this would be a very interesting crop for the project. .
. t °
Some coffee trees (4) were-obtained and planted between
the plantains, and so far their development has been very
encouraging indeed. .
^
Pigeon peas can be planted and were used as a temporary
windbreak, but yields appear to be low with'seed quality
being poor o
.
•
"
-,.-

f
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Vegetables like carrots, radish, stringbean, turnip and
lettuce were planted with various degrees'of success»
Most of this kind of crop will do quite well if tended
„carefully and watered regularly, with the exception of
stringbeans";' probably: this crop is saxd to dó well^
during the rains'„_ We did not_have_any luck with it,
'.., •>*.. however." ".' .
*, ~'
" ' ~ '*
x

. " There are some crops that are grown by many farmers
i'but that were not-grówn on the-research area. They are
coco-yam, .dasheen and sweet potato, (Some dasheen 'is
? .now growing)» These t crops are said I to be.low-risk and
_ •,:well'yielding, but also low-priced with their market >;•
being, limited,

\

\

CROP ROTATION
f
It is, obvious that a good crop rotation,is,óf vital importance for a system Tof permanent'crop production. It
is also clear ? however, that few farmers on the project
at the moment are capable of rigidly adhering to a,
system to be recommended to^them by the extension
officers» The extension service will have to play 'a;
vital role in the implementation of crop rotation^ and
.this is a problem due'to 'the lack' of capabïé( personnel _ "2
and the problem with transport-for- those who are^capablè.
• *

•

.

*
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It is said by both farmers .and project staff that the
soils of the project are not capable of carrying more
than one or two crops after each other on the same site.
After that yields go down so much .that a new. site, will
- have to be selected. In an effort to prove or disprove
this statement,, the experiment/demonstration plot at Haughton Grove was divided in plots of which a crop
history was recorded: see the plans with this chapter.
'

\

;

'•*

i

'

f i"

When looking at the'lime trial, it is obvious that for
example corn without lime, but in rotation ©ith peanuts,
after one crop deteriorates so badly that, even with' ;
high amounts of fertiliser, no growth at all (after-i
germination) is observed. This is a confirmation of
the abovementioned statement. With lime, the corn does
slightly better, although it is clear that 4,000 lbs/acre
is not sufficient: 8,000 and 12,000 lbs limestonedust
per acre showed a much better response, even after two
years and two .corn plus two peanut crops. The peanuts
kept up production' for two years and two crops per year. After that yields seem to go down, but this needs con- •
firmation.
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So, although lime has an influence on the ability of the
soil to carry a sequence of crops for a number of years,
yields are likely to decrease sooner or later. This.is
most probably due to a reduction in organic matter
content, as reported already by my predecessor» This
is of course no surprise: with the high rainfall and
good permeability of the soil the organic matter accumulated during the many years of grassland cultivation is
rapidly depleted. Therefore something can be expected
of applications of farmyard manure, and it will.be interesting to see how yields will keep up in plot B, for
example. The yield of the peanuts (1.14,in appendix l)
is encouraging: 1533 lbs/acre after five other crops ,
and two years of continuous cultivation»
The same applies to plot K: farmyard manure was also
applied here in October 1980. Although the yield of the
fifth crop in nearly two years there is slightly disappointing (530 lbs red peas/acre), future yield records
will have to prove the value of lime and manure applications in combination with a sensible crop rotation»
•"•t is relatively simple to devise a rotation of cro'ps
for the area, but not so easy to implement, even if the
farmers can be educated by the extension service to
adhere to it (after applications of lime and manure,
unless a system of ploughing pastures every two years
or more frequently is decided upon). This is due to
the fact that it is almost impossible to predict what
crop can be grown during the year. Mufib depends on the
availability of seed and the market situation at the
moment. This is possibly a major reason why the farm
plans that were once designed by the JDB were not followed in most cases.
This is also why dairy is probably the best form of
farming to be carried out^on the project: the market
is guafcanteed and nearby (the'milk is collected daily).
It is possible to plant and/or improve a fixed acreage
of grass and keep an optimum number of cattle on it. r
I suggest that, if crops are to be grown, the'- best system
would be to plough sufficient pasture for a specific
crop to be grown and to return the land to pasture afterwards. This is best as far as soilfertility is concerned
but it is obviously an expensive way to go about the matter since the control of the grass is not an easy task.
For an incidental and high value crop like pineapples or
even plantains this would be satisfactory.

The only other way is to set aside an area for crop
production, apply lime and farmyard manure and rotate
say vegetables in the dry season (plant in the end of
the rainy season or irrigate from a pond) with peanuts
or corn in the wet season (April - November)» Alternatively (or in addition) pumpkins could be used» It
should be avoided (but it happens frequently) to allow a
field to be covered with weeds between crops o
Note:

'

.

.

.

The numbers in brackets in the' crop,rotation records
- with this chapter correspond with the numbering in the
first column of appendix 1»

LIME
It has been known for a long time that the soils on the_
project are very acid, and for that reason my predecessor
already recommended a study of the possible use of the
limestone in nearby quarries (Evaluation Report 1976,
p. 39)o The fact is that there are many places where the
underlying limestone comes on the surface and is used in
several cases for road and house building purposes»
Near Ramble is such a quarry that has stonebreaking equipment» It sells crushed limestone in various grades (and
also produces "Barber Greene" or asphalt)» I decided to
try the finest grade (dust) and start a trial right away
while also sending a sample to Holland for analysis»
The samples sent to Holland were determined to contain o
42.7% CaO (equivalent to 76»2% CaC03 ) and 0.5% MgO.
However, the material was not considered suitable as a
fertiliser because of its relative coarseness»
There was also a recommendation from the Chemistry Division of the Ministry of Agriculture for 2%
tons of
lime per acre (not specified as to what kind of lime).
Later, after the implementation of the trial, I learnt
that the Ministry generally recommended 5 tons lime per
acre» It was then that we laid down the subdivided extra
plots going up to 12,000 lbs limestonedust per acre.
Soil samples were taken from each plot (5 samples per.,
plot mixed) and analysed, resulting in the following
pH figures.

Above: the response of corn to lime on the same plot as
, above, fall 1979 (lime trial 1979/H, 1.3).
Below: left - right: 2,000 - 4,000 - nil lbs lime/acre.
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\pH
limeV.

Aug,'78
pH KCL

Sep.'79
pH KCL

Sep. •79
pH" wa ter

Mar.'80
pH water

Sep.'80
pH water

nil

4,28 •

3.95

4.25

4.2 .

4.53

2,000

4 o 30

4.06

4.47

4,5

4.73

4,000 -

4,29

4.15

4.55

4.8

- 5.07

. 4.29

4.05

4.42

r4.5

4.-78

2 . 74

2.26

2.98

2.09

0.09

0.08

0.11

0.08

mean.
C of V

j 1.27
'0.04 .

LoboUo

Samples'were analysed by the Chemistry Division of the
Ministry of Agriculture.
It is clear therefore that'the locally available'limestonedust "has a "significant effect ~oh pH (topsoil). It"
is interesting to note here that the pH (water) figure
for the extra plot with-12,000 lbs/acre read 6.80 in
September 1980Ï
Even more meaningful than the response of the pH to the
applicatiohs of the limestonedust would be the response
of crops to it. Therefore here follow the results of
peanuts and corn in the limetrial summarised in appendix 1
in 1.1 - 1.8 and 6.1-6.7.
- '
Peanutyields in lbs/acre unshelled:
4978
Sep. - Dec

1980/11
1980/11979/1 v 1979/11
Mar .- Jun Sep - Dec Mar - Jun Sep - Dec

1,052

1,470

1,103

2,000

940

1,866

1,562

4,000

1,0.02 •

1,760

nil

mean

9 9 8

C of V

-

ij o

^ O

Do

••'•

•

1,699
18% .
356

a

471

759,
1,918

957

1,491

1,820

1,153

l', 389

1,499,

-

•*

860

34%

22%

14%

613

431

158

28
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The peanuts did not respond to the limestonedust until
i-the second year after application of - the lime-, but then
they did so very significantly. Also, the quality of
the nuts grown without lime is less good: there tend to
be a lot of empty pods. This is a confirmation of
findings elsewhere.
The" corn responded much more strongly, right from the
first crop, where L the 'differ ence between cobs reaped
on limed and non-limed plots was statistically significant,'already. It is la pity that since then the corn h a s
done badly and ho analysis o f results h a s been possible,
H o w è y e r , as an indication on ly'I produce the figures for
cobs reaped' per plot '(mean), because'it clearly illustr- .
ates the effect of the limes tbnedustej-,

A

i

i >

1978
L.

Nil *

1979/1

50.3

6.3

2,000

68.2

22.2

4,000* f

76.0

24.7

1979/11.
nil •

'; 14 . 2 '
37.8'

1980/1,

1980/11

2.0

0.1
6.2. .

30.2
47.3

24.0-

The performance o f corn has already been discussed iin
chapter 2 „ 6 .
, , ' , ' ,
c
(

M

'

1 »

The extra plots with 8,000 and 12,000 f lbs~limestonedust
per acre appeared to carry a better corncrop but yields
were n o t very much higher than ..the 4',000 lbs/acre plot
except in 6.7 (in appendix 1).- ,Even here the number
of cobs reaped per plot, if adjusted for the larger
plot size .is not much.higher than for the 4,000 l b s / !
acre treatment in the trial. The peanuts in fact seem . .
to react negatively to the excessively high lime applicat i o n s . It remains to be seen how long the effect of 'the
lime'will last. There_seems a reduction .in. yield o f - t h e —
peanuts by the end of 1980, 2h. years after the application of lime,, b u t this needs to be confirmed in ,a /•
following crop.' The'yields .for the fall crop are usually lower, so this may^ have* been just a seasonal trend.
•-

; !

. .

(

i .

In addition to the lime trial, lime has been applied in
more places: see the plan in this chapter... The 80".
wide strip in plot B without lime confirmed the find-?
ings of the limetrial: the corncrop following the application of lime did considerably less well without lime..
It must be noted however that the._response to farmyardmanure was much more drastic (see chapter 2.6, c o r n ) .
The following peanut crop did not respond, but'the sweet
peppers in Bl again show a clear response to the limet,

-rf*-
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LIME APPLICATIONS
DATES AND RATES

scale: 1 : 500

The Irish potatoes in K after lime was applied were also
planted in a small area adjacent to K without lime, and
did hardly grow at all. Part of this observation however was not irrigated as in the main plot, while fertiliser was not applied to the extra area as a whole. The
response therefore could be due also to fertiliser.
The plantains in D were not observed to respond to the
lime which was applied to 28 mats in the area indicated»
A small observation on lime and fertiliser with peanuts
on a farm at Nyerere showed no response while this was
not followed up as should have been done due to the lack
of presence of the farmer.
Another small trial with lime only and corn and
to be grown in rotation at Nyerere, supervised
farm manager , there, was first a failure due to
control of operations and it was then disturbed
unrest on that part of the project.

peanuts
byvthe ,
lack of
by the

A similar" small trial was «established, at Knockalva Agricultural Training Centre withTfour plots of each crop,
with and without lime (applied at a rate of 8,000 lbs/acre
The first crop peanuts failed to show any difference as
was expected but the corn also gave no clue since it was
largely destroyed by animals. A decision was then taken
to re-site the trial,and at the same time enlarge it to
a lime and manure trial with six replicates and two crops.
This trial is -now being prepared and it is' hoped that
the school will be able to carry through this trial for
some years.
WATER
On this project, if dairying is to be the main activity
and if smallscale vegetable growing during the dry sea- /'
son is to be carried out, a reliable source of water is
of paramount importance. In addition to the agricultural use of water there should be a reliable source of
domestic water for the housing areas» The latter source,
or rather the problems With the latter source, are constant cause for worries both at Haughton Grove ané at
Nyerere.
In order to search for a reliable source of good quality
water the possibility of using underground water was
investigated first. However, although present in this
undulating limest'one area, it was considered too expensive

The portable pump used on the research plot for
irrigation with sprinklers.

A stone and cement reservoir constructed by one of
the farmers (mr. D. Blair, Ny'erere).
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due to excessive depth of the water combined with a risk
of striking a well thai:-would not yield sufficient quantities of water» "'
*
Another possibility, but'then soleiy for'agricultural" purposes was thought to exist already in the form of the many
farm ponds in' the area. A number of ponds was dug, cleaned
or reclaimed with Netherlands subsidies, but care and maintenance of the ponds by the farmers" was found to be .lacking
severely in many cases. An additional problem is that the
quality of the water makes it less suitable for dairy purposes, and," although suggestions'for the purification of
the water (with chemicalsj mainly) were put forward, it
'was decided that it would be better to extend' the domestic
supply. This is only possible if this supply is, reliable.
The improvement of the domestic water supply is now in the
hands of the National Water Commission and will consist of
upgrading the present supply from nearby Shettlewood where
ample supplies of"underground water come to the surface.
Netherlands funds have also been'made available in.prin- ..
ciple, to assist'With the completion of these plans and to
add an extension reaching as far as Nyerere'. , ''
With the rainfall as high as it is in this area (up to'
100" per year), most of the time it is possible for the
farmers to catch rainwater in drums or troughs, while the
existing ponds still serve as a source of drinking water
for the cattle, even during the dry periods. An additional source of water is required only to cover the periods
of drought, as experienced in December - April. One or
two farmers have taken the initiative to construct a
stone or concrete reservoir on their farm in which they rcan catch enough water to carry them through these dry
periods. This solution would at present appear to be
the best solution pending the possibility of extension of
the domestic supply..

-.
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In the meantime, the potential use' of, the existing farmponds should not be4overlooked altogether. As mentioned
already, they can be valuable as a'source.of drinking
water in times of shortage of water, while they can also
be used for smallscale irrigation. This irrigation can
be carried out with a small pump, pipes and sprinklers,
or, as in the case of the rice,' with a syphon andr f lood
irrigation. This syphon can also be used of course for
irrigation of vegetables, and would, appear to be the
cheapest form of irrigation possible. The main (the onlyJ
limitng factor here is the capacity of the pond.

Care should be taken not to remove .all the water, from
the pond, since this will cause cracking of the seal of
the pond and subsequent leaking.
• •
iè
Another use for some of the ponds would be fish farming.
Most, if not ail, ponds are at present stocked with fish.
However, they are small due to, their unlimited opportunity to multiply. Their size is reduced due to lack
of space and feed. The Inland^Fisheries Department has
'plans to open'a substation at Savanna-la-mar and after
that their extension officers will be in a position to
say what can be done to improve on.the size of fish kept,
in the ponds. A major problem is, that the ponds cannot
be emptied and filled at will without causing major
problems» Periodically, emptying the pond is ^ssential
to allow the removal of ail. unwanted.,fish,, to check on
growth and to harvest the fish/
-

•

*

Ponds are fairly easy to construct in this area, and some
considerable knowledge should be available on this aspect:
ponds have been dug for generations and there are many
of them to testify this.fact. However, it was found that
the present generation lacks experience., For this reason
Mr. K. Wijnnobel (attached to the Planning Unit West of
the Ministry of Agriculture) prepared some general recommendations for the construction of farm ponds. These
recommendations were incorporated in the Evaluation Report
1979/80 as chapter 1.3.5.2 in the-section "conclusions
and recommendations".
*
' • , . *
.
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EXTENSION
As mentioned before in this report, agricultural extension
is of vital importance if the.settlers on the project are
to be educated in better ways to make a living out of
their farms. Unfortunately the extension service of the
Ministry of Agriculture is not too effective, while SDC
has one officer on each farm.invcharge of this activity.
This is not enough, especially since it is combined with
lack of transport.
It is worrying to find that the Agricultural Information
Service publishes excellent booklets on the growing of
a large variety of crops, but that these booklets do not
appear to be readily available. They are apparently hot
carried or known by the field staff of the extension
service. The Ministry itself is aware of the need for reorganisation and improvement of its extension service»

•>
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On the.project of course, an additional problem is the
transient nature of the farming, as has ,been mentioned
before also. Unless*the farmers are settled permanently
and behave accordingly, all efforts at introducing improved methods of farming may be totally wasted»
There is a school of thought that says that the establishment of demonstration farms or plots is an important part
of an efficient extension service. My predecessor also
recommended the establishment of a demonstration farm in
the evaluation report 1976, and at present the FAO is
assisting the Ministry of-Agriculture in a programme establishing demonstration farms all-over the islande•
The research/demonstration plot was also established with
this idea in mind: the only way to convince a farmer
thoroughly of the merits of anew system is to show him
sb that he can see it with his own eyes. The demonstration of the effect of lime on corn growth is just one
example. The problem is that;farmers * are inclined to
say that on their own farms it will be. different; for this
reason the FAO programme will make use of farmers who will
be assisted and advised with the demonstrations».
It is for this reason also that a decision was made to do
"on-farm research" which is basically the same, with demonstrations on existing farms. For reasons mentioned
earlier this programme has not come off the g"round (lack
of really permanent farmers, recent disturbances), but
it would seem essential to get across the findings of the
research carried out. In the meantime the demonstration
plot has served its purpose in demonstrating eg., the effect
of limei the effect of farmyard manure, the effect-of
mulching, the growth of pineapples grown from large suckers, the capability of the soil to carry a number of
crops in a year without yield deterioration, etc.
Not only farmers but also extension workers and students
from the Agricultural Training Centre visited the plot.
In addition to this there has been a fairly good communication with the SDC and other extension workers, although
there was room for considerable improvement here.
An important basis for any extension effort should be the
data collected during interviews with farmers at Haughton Grove and Nyerere as part of the Evaluation 1979/80.
In chapter 1.3.1 of the first section of the' report
("Existing Situation") the results of these interviews are
produced. A total of 37 Haughton Grove and 80 Nyerere
farmers were interviewed.

This represented nearly all non-JDB loan recepients.
The JDB (Jamaica Development Bank) interviewed their
loan recipients, but unfortunately the results of this
have not been made available.

DUTCH' FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

"

This 'subject is included in this report because a
significant part of my time has been,spent on monitoring the expenditure of Dutch 'grant funds» .Some problems were encountered in the form of devising a system
to keep account of the expenditure and in the actual
payment of funds.
,'
,
._"""
The first problem was', solved with the design of a
system by Mr, B. van Noordenne early in 1979, arid the
second decision by SDC that all Dutch cheques could be
paid to the project accountant who was empowered to
pay the beneficiaries on the strength of those cheques.
Before this, this could not be done: Dutch cheques first
had to be lodged to the SDC account in Kingston or funds
were not available to cover the amounts involved.
.
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For an impression of the expenditure in the period under
review in this report see appendix 5. .This can only be
an impression because the figures'.are in many'cases based
on estimates while the exchange rate .used may vary between
the time of payment in Jamaica and in Holland. It is
unfortunate that no detailed figures are available from
Holland, but for that same reason the figures produced
are valuable since they at ).east provide a reasonable
indication where the Dutch funds went.
••«,

.

'

,

•IT

A complete record of all expenditure, together with the
amounts allocated 'and the balance every" 3 months, ""is
available in the office. Copies of balance sheets have
been supplied on a regular (3-monthly) basis to the
project, to SDC, to the Netherlands Embassy and to the,
authorities in Holland.
* .. '.
.

CONCLUSION

The project area, with the possible exclusion of
Mafoota,r is primarily suited for animal husbandry:mainly
dairy,, This is so, not only for reasons attributable to
climate and soil, but also because of the very convenient
market in the form of Cornwall Dairy Developments in
nearby Montpelier.-•
'
. - 1- - •• r. i.
It'is clear, however, that the cultivation-of crops*, 'seen
in a purely agronomic light, is very possible and that
the growth of a wide range of crops is very encouraging.
The problem is that-, to make this possible, it is essential
to add lime and organic matter' (manure,' compos't, etc.)
to tne soil if crop production r is 'to''be more" than just ia
"one crop affair"* If a form of permanent'use'of T the 'soil *
for crops is planned, then the former additives !'(lime and
organic matter) are'essential- and this will have tó-be
supplemented with fertilisers in many cases and an effective
croprotation in all cases»
It is likely that this may require too much managerial
skill from the settlers of the project, at "least in thisearly stage»
It has been suggested in this- report ^'that
it may be advisable for -the 'settlers to improve 'their
feeling for agriculture while keeping dairy cows, and
use the accumulated experience and? funds for future investment in intensive crop production on a small scale.
In view of the above and also considering the problem
with the permanency of the commitment of the settlers,
the original decision in 1978 to concentrate on the
collection of data for various crops on an independent
small reserach unit, may be defended. It is hoped that
the data collected can be used as a basis for future
research (possibly at the new research station at Montpelier) and extension. The most important advantage of
the method of an independently controlled research unit
is the reliability of the data -'not so much the applicability of the data. It Also allows detailed
site histories to be compiled'which make'it easier to explain crop
performances, and which also allow the observation of
longer-term effects of say lime and manure applications.
As mentioned in the introduction already, it is recommended that, as soon as staff is available and the project
situation has settled, there is to be emphasis on "onfarm research".

I*
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This means,ineffeet, demonstrations of proven findings
on various farms in different locations oh the project.
This work could be' carried out-by the existing SDC ••agricultural staff| on the project,, and to be carried
, - on by Ministry of Agriculture 'extension workers after
the eventual (planned) phasing" out of SDC,from the
;
project»
' •
' il '
'
'
The research aspect of the-demonstration plot at Haughton Grove could best be continued at the new Research j
Station at Montpelier by Ministry of Agriculture staff.
^
Alternatively it could play a roleE in„the new MOA - FAO
project of Demonstration Plots as a ".pilot demonstration"»
'

i
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It is unlikely that the Netherlands government will assign
another agronomist purely to CYCDP, but the(final decision
on this matter[depends on'the Project Document now being < "
prepared» Ministry of, Agriculture' (We'stern Region) > offici-_
als visited the plot at Haughton Grove and I hope that
they will continue-to have an active interest in the future
of the plot»
.":
,
'
'
'

'

t

Part of the research activity is also being transferred'
to the neighbouring Knockalva' Agricultural Training Centre,
which is in a better position to continue long-term trials
like a lime/manure trial» It' is also better geared to
make the results known to (future) farmers, while it is 't
hoped that the trial now being initiated there can serve
as a training ground for the'students in the basics of
agricultural research»!
•
•
|Some other recommendations ,"not,'directly .related to crop
research,are: | ;'
'
' ~
•*=
• . . . . .
an urgent study'and',subsequent implementation, of a
marketing strategy for the project, preferably by the
Cornwall Farm Supplies and Services^Company Limited.
- a study of the possibility of the processing of agricultural products on the project,, thereby generating
additional income and .lessening the dependence on an :
unreliable market situation» Examples 'of possible
products: roasted peanuts, boiled or roasted corn,
bammie and cassava starch, dried sorrell, etc»
-

whenever possible," the production of off-season, crops"
should be tried, making use of stored rainy-season
water» This water may best be stored in existing or
new ponds»
•

I
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Appendix 1:
SUMMARY OF CROP PERFORMANCE AT HAUGHTON GROVE RESEARCH UNITo
Note: -

all figures are in lbs/acre unless indicated otherwise»
experimental design is indicated for trials; in all other cases: no design.
if no plot letter is given, the plot is outside research unit»
the numbers in the first column correspond to the numbers in brackets in the crop
rotation records chapter 3... •
TITLE

TREATMENTS

GROWING PERIOD

RESULTS/NOTES

PLOT

PEANUTS

1

Lime Trial 19 78
(6 randomised
blocks)

1 - 8 Sept.0 - nil
1 - 2000 lbs limestoneduett
13 - 14 Dec. 1978 0 - 1052 lbs pods
1 - 940 lbs pods
2 - 4000 lbs limestonedust
2 - 1002 lbs pods
116 lbs seeds
500; lbs 7-14-14

A

Lime Trial '79/1
(design as above)

lime as above
58 lbs seed
no fertiliser

29-30 March 6 July 1979

0 - 1470 lbs pods
1 - 1866 lbs pods
2 - 1760 lbs pods

A

Lime Trial '79/11
(design as for 1.1)

as for 1.2

17-19 Sept.21 December •79

0 - 1103 lbs pods
1 - 1562 lbs pods
2 - 149.1 lbs pods

A

1.4

Lime Trial «80/1
(design see 1.1)

as for 1.2

1.5

'Lime Trial '80/11
(design see 1.1)

as for 1.2

1.1

1.2

1.3

4 - 5 March 3 & 5 June 1980

11-13 Sept12 & 15 Dec. 1980

0 - 759 lbs pods
1 - 1918 lbs pods «s-A
2 - 1820 lbs pods
0 - 471 lbs pods
1 - 957 lbs pods
2 - 1153 lbs pods

A

TITLE
Extra plots with
lime trial 1978

1.6

TREATMENTS

nil v. 40001bs limest.dust 8 Sept no fertiliser
14 Dec. 1978

0 Extra plots with
lime trial '79/11 1 2 3 -

1,7

1.8

Extra plots with
lime trial •80/11

0
1
2
3

nil
4000 lbs limest. dust
8000 lbs limest. dust
12000 lbs limest.dust

- nil
- 4000 lbs limest.dust
- 8000 lbs limest.dust
-12000 lbs limest.dust

1.9

Yield observation 93.5 lbs seed
Nyerere (C.Myles) no fertiliser
area: 1/3.4 acre

1.10

Lime/fert. observation C. Myles

)

1.11

Off season obs.
!

GROWING PERIOD

0 - nil
1 - 500 lbs 7-14-14
2 - do. + 4000 lbs
limestonedust
3 - 4000 lbs limest.dust
plus:four random observations of farmers crop,
plotsize: 100 ft sq.
in rotation: see plans,
area: 1/7 acre
61 lbs seeds

RESULTS/NOTES
nil: 235 lbs pods
4000:843 lbs pods

19 Sept.21 Dec. 1979

0
1
2
3

-

245
542
880
471

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

pods
pods
pods
pods

13 Sept.15 Dec. 1980

0
1
2
3

-

161
997
875
782

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

pods
pods
pods
pods

, June-Sept. 1979

Oct. »79 January 1980

7-9 Nov.12 Feb. 1980

666 lbs pods

PLOT
A

A

A

—

0 - 1132 lbs pods
1 - 1267 lbs pods
2 - 1439 lbs pods
3 - 835 lbs pods
mean yield farmers
plots: 717 lbs.

123 lbs pods
virtually no rain

~*K.

B
>

J

TITLE
1.12

... .

Yield obs* (spring)

TREATMENTS
'in rotation: see plans
58 lbs seeds
J
area: 1/8.2 acre

GROWING PERIOD
17-21 April 21 - 22 July'8(

Method of Planting
Trial.
4 rand, blocks

0 - planted flat, moulded
after
1 - planted on ridges,
moulded after
2 - planted in furrows,
. .moulded after
58 lbs seeds
4000 lbs limestonedust

25 March 25 June 1980

1.14

Yield obs. (fall)

in rotation, 58 lbs seeds

18-23 Sept.17-19 Dec,'80

2

PINEAPPLES

2.1

Preliminary fert.
trial.
4 rand, blocks

0 - nil
1 - 4 x 100 lbs.Sulph/Amm
2 - 400 lbs 7-14-14 basal
3 - 2 + 1 (topdr.)
17,424 plants per acre

May 1978-

1.13

•

2.2

Fertiliser/nematicide observation
Nyerere (D. Blair)

0 - nil
21 JUly 197C
1 - 171 lbs Triple Super
17 July 1980
plus 4 x 220 lbs S/A
2 - fumigated with Nemagon
3-1 + 2
14,520 plants per acre

RESULTS/NOTES

PLOT

1173 lbs pods

K

1513 lbs pods mean,
no sig. differences
between treats.

B:
C:

H

1533 lbs pods
1482 lbs pods

B&C

No response to fert-s
tiliser noted; praedial larceny and lack •••
of labour, forced
decision to abandon
(December 1979)
weight fruit reaped:"*8"
Q - 34,329 lbs
1 - 30,593 lbs
2 - 41,257 lbs
3 - 41,713 lbs
t

-

-

i

J

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

TITLE

TREATMENTS"

3ROWING PERIOD

RESULTS/NOTES

Fertiliser/nematicide observation

0 - nil
1 - 744 lbs 7-14-14
2 - fumigated with Mocap
3-1 + 2
14,520 plants per acre

17 May 1979
July 1980

weight fruit reaped
(overall mean: due to
theft of 41% of fruit
no reliable figures):
23,725 lbs.

NPK observation

Maximum yield observation

Variety collection

3

PLANTAINS

3d

Nematicide Trial
3 randomised block

FLOT

L

N,P,K,NK,NP,PK,NPK and nil Ipril 1978 with Sulphate/amm, Triple
December 1979
Super and Muriate of Potash
at 1100 lbs/acre each

As for 2.1: no response; abandoned in
December 1979.

400 lb 12-4-28
fumigated with nemagon
14,250 plants per acre
black polythene v. none

12 July 1978 December 1979

"spectacular" development followed by
heavy lodging. Praedial larceny as for
2.1 and 2.4

Smooth Cayenne, Red Spanish, Sugar Loaf, Sugar
Pine, Cooley Pine, Cheese
Pine and Ripley .

5 & 16 May 1978
to date

Replanted in area Q
on 30 April, 1980

1 2 3 4 5 680
rep

L2-20 March 19.79Sept 1979

Good response to fertiliser, no response
to nematicideso **K.
Abandoned due to goat and cattle damage and
high cost prevention.
plus chance of rampant
theft.

Mocap
Nemagon two control
Nemacur per block
Furadan
Vydate
plants/acre
1: 1 lb 7-14-14/mat
at planting

t

-

-

Q

i

I

)
s

TITLE
3.2

General observation
including 4 banana
varieties

TREATMENT

GROWING PERIOD

RESULTS/NOTES

observations with manure,
Mocap, lime and fertiliser.
Deep planting holes, heavy
mulching, subsequent treatment against nematodes etc.

13-14 Sept. 1979 - Reasonable but not
very good developnent.
onwards
Little obvious response to treatments.
Ongoing.

4' '

"RED PEAS"

4.1

Time of Application
of fertiliser trial.
6 rand, blocks

0 - 400 lbs 7-14-14 basal
1 - 400 d6.after 2 weeks
2 - 400 do.after 4 weeks
3 - nil
88 lbs seeds/acre

19-26 Dec.'78 24 Feb - 10 March
•79

Dried shelled beans:
0 - 378 lbs
1 - 353 lbs
2 - 326 lbs
3 - 209 lbs

Placement of fertiliser trial.
6 rand, blocks

0 - broadcast
1 - banded along rows
2 - applied to plant
stations
88 lbs seeds/acre
about 500 lbs 7-14-14

8 Feb. '80 15-22 Apr.'80

Dried shelled beans
no sign, diff: mean
yield: 468 lbs.

Observation

farmyard manure (3^10-80)
in rotation

29 Oct„(2nd planting) 530 lbs/acre
-4-6 Jan.'81
shelled beans

14 March «79 *
4-20 June '79

4.2

4.3

5

'-•AFRICAN RED" PEAS

5*1

Observation '79/1

11 lbs seeds
500 lbs 7-14-14

5.2

Observation '79/11

23 lbs seeds
530 lbs 14-4-28

3 Aug.5-25 Oct.'79.

PLOT
D

B

G

K

594 lbs dried peas

K

519 lbs dried peas

B&C

I

j

6

CORN

TREATMENTS

GROWING PERIOD

RESULTS/NOTES

PLOT

6.1

Lime Trial 1978
(6 rando blocks)

0 - nil
1 - 2000 lbs limestonedust
2 - 4000 lbs limestonedust
28.6 lbs seed
500 lbs 7-14-14

1*8 Sep.5 Dec. 1978

no.
0 1 2 -

A

lime and fert. as for 6=1
15 lbs seed

30 March 27 June &
5 Jul •79

0 - 6.3
1 - 22.2
2 - 24.7

lime as for 6.1
21 lbs seed
640 lbs 12-24-12

17-18 Sep.13&20 Deco'79

0 - 0.0
1 - 14.2
2 - 37.8

lime as for 6.1^
396 lbs 7-14-14"

12 March 2-17 Jun.1980

0 - 2.0
1 - 30.2
2 - 47.3
0 - 0.1
1 - 6.2
2 - 17.0

A

n.a.

A

6.2

6.3

6.4

Lime Trial «79/1

Lime Trial '79/11

Lime Trial »80/l

6.5

Lime Trial «80/li

lime as for 6.1
800 lbs 12-24-12

16 Sep.12 Dec.1980

6.6

Extra plots with
lime trial »79/1

0 - nil '
1 - 4000 lbs limestonedust
2 - 8000 lbs limestonedust
3 -12000 lbs limestonedust
600 lbs 7-14-14

30 March 27 Jun & 5 Jul.'79

cobs reaped
50.3
68.2
76.0

A

A

A

•«••

6.7

Extra plots with
(lime trial «80/1

lime as for 6.6
399 lbs 7-14-14

12 March 2-17 Jun. '80

0 - nil cobs reaped
1-79
2 - 108
A
3 - . 114

;

6.8

6,9

6.10

6.11

7
7.1

RESULTS/NOTES

TITLE

TREATMENTS

GROWING PERIOD

Observation «79/1

in rotation
46.2 lbs seed by machine
523 lbs 14-4-20
area: 1/7 acre

22 March computed cash return
27 Jun & 5 Jul.»7S for green cobs:
$529 per acre

in.rotation
15 lbs seed by hand
504 lbs 7-14-20
area: 1/6 acre

14-15 Aug.17 Nov. 1979

actual cash return:
$194o40 per acre

in rotation
8,000 lbs limest.dust
planted with machine
farmyard manure applied

4 March 2-30 June «80

actual cash return:
n..a0
but good development of crop.

G: 500 lbs 7-14-14 on .
.7-2-00
- 301 lbs 12-24-12 on
.9-5-00.
8000 lbs limest. dust.
H: 4000 lbs limest. dust,
no fertiliser

1&2 Julo25 Sep. 1980

10000
820
1640
area:

22 Jan.actual cash return:
25-27 Mar. 1900 $1674 per acre.
K
Good response to irrigation, lime and fertï
liser.

Observation «79/11

Observation »80/l

Offseason obs.

IBISH POTATOES
Observation

lbs limest. dust
lbs 7-14-14
lbs seedpotatoes
1/0.2 acre

cash return:
$152 per acre
very little effect
fertiliser. No lime,
no growth.

PLOT

B

K

B

G&H

;

'•

TITLE

- • • ' •

• " " " •

•

•'•

TREATMENTS

GROWING PERIOD

RESULTS

8

ONIONS

0.1

Observation
Dry season 79-80

after alfalfa (failed)
öith:
'8000 lbs limestonedust
500 lbs 7-14-14
applied on 27-3-79
4.4 lbs seeds per acre
(at replanting)
two varieties
area: 1/17.5 acre

7 Nov. & 29 Nov.- Actual catfb return:
$3,342.50/acre
10 Mar.-May '79
First planting at
7/11 failed due to
lack of rain and
irrigation.

Observation rainy
season 1900

after red,peas with
500 lbs 7-14-14.(7-2-80)
0000 lbs limestonedust &
301 lbs 12-24.-12 on
9-5-00

13 May 1980 and re- Failed due to excess
planted on 11 June. rain. Germination
was OK.

Beds v. flat v. ridged.
two varieties.

21 Nov.-

8.2

0.3

Observation^dry
season 1980/01

PLOT

\

Quite good development so far.

C

G

G
)art of

r

Appendix 2

^

.&

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND
DEMONSTRATION PLOT
- HAUGHTON GROVE
?

NORTH

LOCATION:
between lot 19A (WestJ
and lot 20A (East)
scale: 1 : 500

Appendix 3:
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SOILDESCRIPTION RESEARCH/DEMONSTRATION PLOT
-.

.'

i

' _ , . " .

,

«.

..

.

•

•

The soil on the site has been mapped by Price*(1960)
in the Soil Survey of the Parish of.Hanover as No» .73
Chudleigh Clay Loam and is the main- soiltype at Haughton
Grove»
The Agricultural Chemistry Division (1963) describes this
soil as "(Brown Bauxite Soil) . A brown clay loam with
good structure over a yellowish.red clay loam with moderate structure which maytbe slightly plastic-'when moist over hard white limestone"»
The following soilproperties are described:
Depth
- Medium to.very deep
Reaction
- Slightly Acid
'\
Moisture Retention
- Fair ~
. ,Internal Drainage . - Very rapid . fc!The- nutrient ratings are given, as:
Nitrogen
- Low ...
Phosphate
- Medium
r t
Potash
- Very Low,
.
/ .
- '

'

O

" '

The recommended crops are: (slopes up to 20 .)
Citrus
. .-,
w
<
,.
Coffee
' ' '.
Food crops
. *
': ^ t
Food trees
Improved pastures .,
...
Vegetables

,.

In chapter 1=2.4' of the Evaluation'Report 1979(1980)
the following description is given;
"From the field observations and laboratory analyses it
appears that most of the soils occurring on the dissected
limestone plateau are old, well structured and strongly
weathered» They are more or less freely drained and humusrich» The rather high organic carbon content in the topsoils (up to 4.5% organic carbon) is reflected by their
dominant colours, which are dark brown to dark yellowish
brown. The high organic carbon levels of the topsoils
can be explained by the long history of pasture management
in the area. Organic carbon gradually decreases with depth,
and below one foot subsoil colours are dominantly yellowish brown to strong brown. These soils show considerable
increase in clay content with depth due to translocation
of clay from topsoils to subsoils. The^increase in clay
is in the order of 30-40% from fine clay in topsoils to
very fine clay in subsoils. The clays however, have low
activity (less than 24 meq per 100 grammes clay) and base
saturation is much less than 35%.

Appendix 3 continued:

j.1

Consequently, these soils are strongly to very strongly
acid (pH H-0 figures vary from 4 = 5 to 5.5). The majority
of the plateau soils is deep and well drained. Their
classification at family level in the USDA Soil Taxonomy
is clayey, kaolinitic (?) isohyperthermic Orthóxic P.alehumult,"
In the same' chapter of the Evaluation ^Report the following
soil management consideration are put forward: "" '
" The main soils of the dissected"limestone plateau have
generally favourable physical characteristics in that they
are deep and well-structured, and have relatively gentle
slopes and low stone contents (usually-less than 15%)»
Their main management problem is. their-low fertility and
high acidity» Although.organic carbon contents are. r
rather high," clays are very inactive. ' Hence, the__fert'ility
of"these soils is mainly carried by the'organic matter.
It is therefore extremely important th'at the management
systems for those soils emphasise on.maintenance of^soil
organic matter. Liming is also necessary because strong
soil acidity adversely affects the soil fertility through
one or more of the following factors:'aluminum toxicity
and related phosphorous .fixation, calcium and/or magnesium deficiency and manganese toxicity. Due to their
strong structural development, the plateau soils are fairly
resistant to erosion. Only minor areas in the depressions
are affected by wetness and flooding.
The above descriptions are reproduced here without commeöt.
However, one obvious controversy concerns the pH: the
"slightly acid" reaction of the soil mentioned in the description by the Agricultural Chemistry Division is obviously incorrect: subsequent analysis of the pH by the same
division has proven this beyond doubt: the soil is definitely strong acid.
- ..

Il

Appendix 4:
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RAINFALL DATA

The following data were extracted from a report by
H.J= van der Zei (1979): "Analyses of rainfall and
evaporation data for estimating irrigation needs".
This report specifically dealt with the Cornwall Youth
and Community Development Project, and was requested
because of the importance attached to irrigation.

Mean monthly and yearly rainfall in inches.
Shèttlewood

r

Haughton Grove

Montpelier

Elevation (ft)

700

750

350

January

3.7

3.5

3.7

February

3.3

3.2

2.8

March

3.8

4.0

2.8

April

8.5

8.9

6.9

14.6

14.9

12.0

June

11.1

11.6

9.6

July

9.5

10.4

August

11.6

12.5

8.8

September

11.6

12.0

9.8

October

12.4

12.9

10.5

November

6.2

6.2

7.6

December

3.8

3.8

4.3

100.1

103.9

85.8

May

Total

;'

.

,

7.0

These data were supplied by the Meteorological Department
and are the 30-year monthly and/yearly averages over the
period 1931-1960.
Many years of data for Haughton Grove were missing.

>l

Appendix 5
EXPENDITURE DUTCH GRANT FUNDS between 1-7-78 and 1-1-81
(All figures in Netherlands (Dutch) guilders (Dfl).,

Aerial Survey
-

spareparts

.

63,790

Dfl.

651

re-surfacing

Workshop and Tools
-

Dfl.

' ••

Parking Areas
-

43,370

aerial photography Haughton Grove
and Nyerere,
survey whole project
maps

Tractors and Implements
-

Dfl.

' '

Dflo

48,132

tools, spareparts, shelves,
improvement and extension of building

5

Mobile Unit

Dfl.

nil

6

Staff Equipment

Dfl.

nil

7

Staff Cars

Dfl.

59,801

-

'spareparts ...._'
' . '
VW Polo for project manager
Jeep for detail planner (estimated)

8

Grading and Packing Equipment

Dfl.

nil

9

Farm Supply Store and Shop

Dfl.

81,714

Dfl.

70,199

10

buildings Haughton Grove and Nyerere
burglar bars
office equipment

Pick Up and Truck
-

VW pick-up and DAF truck for
Farm Supply Store (incl. spares DAF)

11

Local Purchase Parts and Tools

Dfl.

944

12

Stock Farm Supply Store

Dfl.

56,560

Appendix 5 continued
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13

Consultancies
- no information of additional
expenditure

Dflo

21,717

14

Fellowships
-. estimated cost fellowship'mechanic

Dfl.

20,000

Dfl.

51,239

Dfl»

51,633

.. .. i

15

Works Budget •
-

16

j

' •.

road works

' •
*

Water Resources and Distribution

'-. repairs to domestic storage tanks;.'
. Nyerere and Haughton Grove
• • «;
- "construction and cleaning of farm
ponds
*
'
- consultancy domestic water supply
-' automatic cowdrinkérs
17

1
irrigation equipment research-area
construction rice field
, (

Agronomic Experiments
seeds, chemicals, equipment
shed
-- some labour cost

18

Dfl,

13,291 "

<•;...<

Market, Shop, Grading & Packing Unit

Dfl,

103,862

Dfl.

686,903

-' buildings at Haughton Grove
Total expenditure,...
NOTE:
In addition to .the above there are staff salaries and
other expenditure 'effected in Holland but not brought
to my knowledge.
;

t

'

• •

For an indication 'of the balance .on. the allocation, see
my quarterly reports and the-file with statement"sheets.
No claims were made for the available balance on the
loan of Dfl. 250,000.-.

Appendix 6:
PLANTING SCHEDULE CYCDP
adapted from:

B.J.H, tóensink.
. .

cabbage
tomato
s/pepper
okra
lettuce
onion
carrot
turnip
stringbean

.

t-'

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
:
s
X X X X X X X X X X X X
s, X X X X X X X X
s
, X X X X X X X X X X X..
F -

X X

s

peanut
red peas
cow peas
gungo beans
broad beans

X X X X X X X X X X X X ,
.X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
t.
X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X. X X
..I -.
-

X X
>. X
X
X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X
X X X
X X X

•

cucumber
pumpkin ,
water melon
musk melon

•

X X
X X X X, X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X
X X. X X X X X X X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X X
X X
X X
X X X

X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X
X X X X X X

T

green corn
yellow corn
cassava
sweet potato
irish potato
sweet yam
negro yam
renta yam
yampi
yellow yam
st.Vincent
dasheen
pineapple
plantain

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X
X X X X
X
X X X X X X
X X X
I
X X X

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X
X X

X X X X
X X X X

X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X

X X

NOTE;
If irrigation is available, most crops could be grown in
the dry period December - March.
s = seedbeds
x = planting starts

Appendix 7: Irrigation requirements

The following is the
" Cornwall Youth and
Analyses of Rainfall
Irrigation Needs" by

conclusion of the reports
Community Development Project and Evaporation Data for Estimating
H.J. van der Zei (1979):

" The irrigation method normally used in hilly areas like
the project area is a pressurised system like sprinkler
irrigation» The small size of the irrigable plots, the
high amounts of necessary pipes and fittings and the high
pipe laying costs due to exposed limestone would make
such a system extremely expensive.
The only profit would be the extra income from the crop
grown in the months of January, February, March and
December. This would certainly not justify the construction of an overall sprinkler irrigation system.
An exception could be made for certain areas where the
source of water is near the plot to be irrigated and a
small transportable pump' and sprinkler system could be
used - for example near a river, pond or mlcrodam. One
unit could be shared by several farmers.
A cost/benefit analysis would be necessary to investigate
the feasibility of such a system."

